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Foreword 

When ”normal” people wait for the next football or hockey game 
the Eurovision Song Contest is my private Olympics or World 
Championships if you like and its been like this since the first 
Eurovision Song Contest I remember I followed on an old black and 
white TV together with my grandmother in 1971. Who knows… If my 
favorite song that evening, Monaco Severine ”Un banc, un arbre, one 
rue” did not win I might have my years highlight watching the super 
bowl or the World Championships in ”bandy”. Let´s guess those 
activities might have been better for the health and waist line but let’s 
not speculate if another winner in 1971 might have made me to a 
2019 stocky muscle bear instead of a 1964 born couch potato.  

The Eurovision have changed, a lot though the years and the 
”fight” between the ”it was better before” and the ”The Eurovision 
must follow the time” groups will continue. I am more of the first group 
cause in 2019 I feel its more about the show than the music. And I truly 
miss the times when the entries was in the local languages and the 
voting was the most exciting time of the night of the final. Today the 
voting is rushed and as a fan it takes until the voting is released on 
paper before you really can follow the points.  

Im also surprised over the younger fans following the rehearsals 
during the Eurovision weeks as close as they follow the actual contest. I 
miss the times when the competition was a surprise not like now when 
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song, clothes, performance and even the hosts jokes been discussed 
on social media before the night of the semifinals and the final. 

In any case, the rules are there and I am happy to take up 
discussions on the rules but as long as each country follow the rules at 
the time I will comment the songs from that angle. 

To the people whom followed me and the Eurovision since years 
back you know that the website www.bjornnordlund.com have a 
Eurovision Song Contest section, not as updated I thought it would be 
at this stage, but you find it there. Looking at the fact it will be 
completely rebuilt during 2019 since I have some new ideas. 

If Im new to you welcome and lets have fun to agree or disagree 
on the songs, rules and history.  

Lets go folks, Eurovision 2019. 

Björn Nordlund 
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I had ”Chameleon” as a possible surprise winner before the 

semifinals and it is without a doubt one of the best songs from 

this years Eurovision Song Contest, on record. A lot of the 

magic from the recorded version was lost during the Semifinal. 

I am thrilled to see Malta back in the final but I think Malta 

will wait for a number one spot.

During the performance in the second semifinal the number 

felt messy and the little ”Yalala” in the chorus was hard to hear 

during Michelas performance. And it is kind of a hook in the 

song and needed to stand out.

But ”Chameleon” will be a summer hit in some European 

countries for sure so even without taking Eurovision to Malta 

in 2020 Michela will enjoy a fantastic 2019.

But again, I wish more for a voice like Rihanna for this song.

I Place Michela 9 on my list and guess Malta will end up 

between 11-15

�1

My favorite Maltese entry: 

2013 ”Tomorrow” 

Gianluca

MALTA
Michela ”Chameleon”
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From the Semifinal 2 and one of the songs which surprised me 

in a good way. When the amazing amazon Jonida entered the 

stage looking as a hybrid between a Spanish Flamenco dancer 

and a ethnic Balkan Godess singing (or maybe more correct 

making noises) it actually worked. Something I must admit I 

never though was possible.

And Jonida take this serious. The contest whitest teeth and 

giving duck face lips a new meaning she goes all in with ”Ktheju 

tokes”, translated into Swedish as ”Kåt, hej du tokig”

I place Albania on a 16th place on my list, improvement from 

the last place entering this years contest and I guess Albania 

will end up between 16 - 20.

�1

My favorite Albanian entry: 

2009 ”Carry me in your dreams” 

Kejsi Tola

ALBANIA
Jonida Maliqi ”Ktheju tokes”
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”Friend of a friend” is a strange bird among this years 

Eurovision songs. Not cause it is ”unique” in and way but its so 

hard to decide if it is good or not. At some occasions I really 

like it and sometimes I have to forward it fast cause I cannot 

stand it.

The fact above together with a really shaky performance and 

not much of charisma I am sorry I think they will end up at the 

end of the score board this year. 

I place Chech Republic as number 19 on my list and guess they 

end up 21 - 26

�1

My favorite Czech entry: 

2008 ”Have some fun” 

Tereza Kerndlova

CZECH REPUBLIC
Lake Malawi ”Friend of a friend”
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I was able to follow the German selection this year and besides 

being a bit confused over the jury system they used I must 

confess I had another favorite to represent Germany in Tel 

Aviv but I never hated this song, back then. Now I find it a bit 

annoying. The German entry is not bad but not enough in any 

way. 

If any points at all during the final I guess it will be jury votes.

I have Germany as number 26 on my list and guess they end up 

21 - 26.

�1

My favorite German entry: 

1979  ”Dschinghis Khan” 

Dschinghis Khan

GERMANY
S!sters ”Sister”
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Returning to Eurovision must be a stressful task and many 

hopefuls have tried to return to take the crown but no one 

before Sergey have done it with so much pressure to repeat his 

success from 2016.

I discovered Sergey Lazarev 2016 and have downloaded most of 

his work since then and a fantastic Greatest Hits collection 

both in Russian and English so I really looked forward to listen 

to the Russian entry this year.

Sergey kind of do this 100% right he don’t try to repeat the 

song from 2016, this is a completely different genre but he keep  

an amazing staging of the song and the original version works 

better on stage than the recorded version (a lot of good remixes 

might help him to enter charts if he wins).

He has the package, known in the Eastern Europe, good look, 

fit as hell and he can sing. The song will most likely be on top 

in Eastern Europe and ignored in the West and of course 

Russia will be mocked by the public in the arena for every 12 

point they get (cause Eurovision is not about politics you 

know).

�1

My favorite Russian entry: 

2016  ”You are the only one” 

Sergey Lazarev

RUSSIA
Sergey Lazarev ”Scream”
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I put Russia in place 8 on my list and think they will end up 

between 6 - 10 only cause I think the Western countries jury 

groups will play the politic card.

�2
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Denmark enters the Eurovision 2019 with a cute little bagatelle 

which stick out just because of that. As an listener you can easy 

sing along after the first chorus and the staging as nothing else 

than cute (even if poor Leonora looks like she will faint and fall 

down down from the chair).

This is an updated ”Ein bisschen frieden” by Nicole but not as 

goody two shoes as Nicoles entry was in 1982 and I really like 

this song and wish Denmark a lot of points and success.

I have Denmark as number 7 on my list and guess they will en 

dup 16 - 20

�1

My favorite Danish entry: 

1989  ”Vi Maler byen rod” 

Birthe Kjaer

Denmark
Leonora ”Love is forever”
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Another returning singer enters for San Marino, Serhat and 

also my so called guilty pleasure of this years contest. No, no 

one can say this is a song trying to do anything else than 

entertain and make people happy. It will never be mentioned in 

the Rollings Stones ”100 best song ever” lists and yes we can 

discuss if Serhats way of singing is singing but this song makes 

me happy. 

Note that the ”talk singing” from Serhat also done by La 

Camilla, Amanda Lear, Grace Jones and a few more and 

actually have a not so nice name, ”Brainless singing” but I like 

all of them so in this case I look at brainless as something 

positive.

Serhat is also the eye candy of the contest for people over 30 

years old, among all the younger boys. I guess it will be 0 points 

from the juries and some from the televoters.

I have San Marino 5th but thing they will end up between 21 

-26.

�1

My favorite San Marino entry: 

2019  ”Say Na Na Na” 

Serhat

San Marino
Serhat ”Say Na Na Na”
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One thing 2019 not been delivered are the huge big fantastic 

old school ballad. A few countries tried, Macedonia, Moldova 

and Serbia for sure and both Moldova and Macedonia done it 

well so I am not at all disappointed that Tamara passed to the 

finals.

I hope, and it must be the case, that Tamara will end up higher 

on the score board than Serbia cause ”Proud” is so much better 

and Tamara an amazing singer but the song lack something that 

on my list list lift it to the top 10.

I Jahve Macedonia as number 13 on my list and think she will 

end up between 11 - 15

�1

My favorite Macedonian entry: 

2004  ”Life” 

Tose Proeski

North Macedonia
Tamara Todevska ”Proud”
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Now and then Sweden (my birth country) actually manage to 

pick a song I really like, 2019 is such a year. From my point of 

view its fun to be Swedish in Eurovision this year. We send a 

guy who has it all, looks, body and can sing and he also enter 

the stage with the amazing ”The Mamas” (I hope they get their 

own song in the Swedish selection next year).

And this is a candidate for winning the contest, without a 

doubt. Sweden will be top 5 after the jury groups and then it 

might be a bit of a hazard. A few things talk against a lot of 

televises. He sings early in the contest, the staging was not as 

good as in the Swedish finals and at least on French TV the 

sound was off in the Semi finals. And without the music going 

out 100% to the viewers the song never takes off and fall flat.

In any case, I have Sweden as number 6 on my list and guess 

John and the Mamas end up between 1 - 5.

�1

My favorite Swedish entry: 

2004  ”It hurts” 

Lena Philipsson

Sweden
John Lundvik ”Too late for love”
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I love that Slovenia takes the lead with new and different 

genres in the Eurovision even if they not always enter good 

songs. But this year they have a hit on their hands. 

”Sebi” is different and sticks out. I hope the fact they sing in 

the first half won’t have a negative impact of the votes cause 

Slovenia is worth to end up high on the score board.

It is already one of the most played songs from Eurovision in 

my own home and I guess when a English versions turns up I 

will play that too. 

I have Slovenia as number 3 on my list and guess they end up 

between 11 - 15.

�1

My favorite Slovenian entry: 

2008  ”Heavy Weather” 

Rebeka Dremelj

Slovenia
Zala Kralj & Gaspar Santi ”Sebi”
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Last year it went well so let’s send the same song again but with 

another production and dress up the artist as an old prostitute 

in a science fiction movie. Good idea, ah?

And they decided to go for it and here we have Tamta (In 

Swedish I think we need to say ”tanta” cause she looks like 

she’s my age, want in Swedish is an old woman).

I don´t buy this at all, its cheap, common and really bad.

I place Cyprus 18 on my list and guess they end up between 6 - 
10.

�1

My favorite Cyprus entry: 

1994  ”Anthropos ki ego” 

Evridiki

Cyprus
Tamta ”Replay”
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You find them in Eurovision every year, the song everybody 

loves and in your own book its a lot of nothing. Last year that 

song won and please let it not happened again with the huge 

favorite to win, Duncan Laurence. 

I can’t find anything good with this entry, its slow, nothing 

happens and the staging is nothing. The only kind thing I can 

say here is that Duncan seems to be a really nice guy but the is 

not my cup of tea.

But to make a Eurovision final a good one you need a ”hate” 

song among the favorites and Duncan is the one in 2019.

I have the Netherlands 24 on my list and guess they end up 

between 1 - 5

�1

My favorite Dutch entry: 

1996  ”De eerste keer” 

Franklin Brown & Maxine

The Netherlands
 Duncan Laurence ”Arcade”
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Again a what the fu** are you doing entry. First of all I do not 

like this kind of radio pop and mix it with the most confusing 

act in this years Eurovision I don´t understand how they ended 

up here. For sure a jury favorite this year but who will lift their 

phones and cast a 9.9 euro vote on lace, vollanger and fencing 

women in children underwear?

I have Greece at number 23 and guess they end up between 11 - 
15.

�1

My favorite Greek entry: 

1977  ”Mathema Solfege” 

Pascalis, Robert, Mariana & Bessy

Greece
 Katerine Duska ”Better love”
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The host country try to play it safe to not host again 2020, it 

happens more and more if I look back a few years. So they try 

to find a song to be top 10 but not top 3 and with ”Home” I’m 

not sure they managed that. And even I have a problem here 

cause first the dance mix is heaven the original is not on the 

recording but the snippet during the semifinals showed a singer 

with 100% charisma and it might work at the end for Israel.

I like the guy a lot and if the 30 seconds we watched made the 

song justice I think I might push the entry up a few steps on 

the night, we will see.

But for now I have Israel 17 and guess them to end up between 

16 - 20.

�1

My favorite Israel entry: 

1974  ”Natati la halay” 

Poogy

Israel
 Kobi Marimi ”Better love”
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Norway 2019 is a fun entry mixing the eurosound from the 90s 

with some Nordic joik and at the same time have a reindeer on 

the backdrop, just as Jon Henrik in the Swedish selection even 

if the deer here is more a goth deer than a real one.

I kind of like this but the last oumpff is missing for it to be a 

real top song this year. But as said, have nothing against this 

entry at all.

I put Norway 15 on my list and guess they end up between 16 - 
20 at the end of the night. But I do hope at least Finland and 

Sweden give them high televotes.

�1

My favorite Norwegian entry: 

1984  ”Lenge leve livet” 

Dollie de Luxe

Norway
 Keiino ”Spirit in the sky”
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The Swedish singer John Lundvik who wrote the UK entry this 

year planned to enter the Swedish selection with ”Bigger than 

us” but changed it to ”Too late for love” and all of a sudden this 

song took part of the UK selection and won. Note that the UK 

selection had a typical Eurovision winner in the line up 

”Freaks” but the UK went for ”Bigger than us”.

I am sure Michael is a nice guy and his story about being 

bullied and now give back with success is heartwarming but 

really this song is not good enough. But the guy can sing, I give 

him that without a doubt.

But in my book I place the UK this year as number 22 and I 

guess they end up between 21 - 26.

�1

My favorite UK entry: 

1998  ”Where are you” 

Imaani

United Kingdom
 Michael Rice ”Bigger than us”
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Let us play a game for a while and split this song into 2 

different entries and call them Iceland 1 and Iceland 2. Doing 

that I would have given Iceland 1 (growl) 0 points, and Iceland 

2 (the chorus and melody) a good high point but now all this is 

in the same song.

The chorus is amazing and I love the staging but the growl 

thing? Why? I can’t have them top 10 on my list cause I cannot 

stand the growl.

I put Iceland 14 on my list and guess they end up between 6 - 
10.

�1

My favorite Iceland entry: 

1997  ”Minn hinsti dans” 

Paul Oscar

Iceland
 Hatari ”Hatrid mun sigra”
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There is really nothing wrong here. Victor (Swedish by the way) 
takes his ”Storm” up on the stage in Tel Aviv and rock it but 

since the song is such a rip off of any Avicii hit it kind of fails in 

my book. I mean Im not even a huge fan of Avicii so this genre 

pass over my head and never land even if its a nice experience 

during the three minutes he is on stage.

I think Estonia is one of the countries where the televoters will 

push them up on the scoreboard while the juries will see the 

Avicii rip off as to much and award him a few 1 2 3 points.

I have Estonia as number 20 on my list and think he will end 

between 21 - 26.

�1

My favorite Estonian entry: 

1996  ”Kaelakee hääl” 

Maarja Liis Ilus & Ivo Linna

Estonia
 Victor Crone ”Storm”
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OK this might not be the most original popsong ever 

composed but I like it as another ”makes me happy” song. If 

Belarus nails the song better in the final I think they might 

surprise and do better than people think they will do. Not as 

much as ending top 5 but a top 10 is not impossible.

I have them at place 10 on my own list and guess they will en 

dup between 16 - 20 based on the performance during the 

semifinals. But again, might surprise.

�1

My favorite Belarussian entry: 

2011  ”I love Belarus” 

Anastasiya Vinnikova

Belarus
 Zena ”Like it”
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OK now we talking winners. Azerbaijan enter the Eurovision 

Song Contest 2019 with not only a hunk of a singer with an 

amazing song (even outside the Eurovision world this is a good 

song, for real) but also with this years best performance and 

staging. Its the whole package morfed into one person Chingiz, 

and I still wish he will get married to someone with the last 

name Khan.

All the Eurovision winning song boxes ticket, so what can go 

wrong? I both hope and think nothing. I guess we will meet in 

Azerbaijan 2020, and if so they are really worth it after this 

performance.

I have them as number 1 on my list and guess they end up 

between 1 - 5.

�1

My favorite Azeri entry: 

2009  ”Always on my mind” 

Arash & AySel

Azerbaijan
 Chingiz ”Truth”
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With ice-cold calculations France enter the Eurovision with 

”Roi” and the Lady GaGa wannabe Bilal Hassani. This act tick 

all the boxes to be political correct and I guess the thought is 

to be inviting and open minded but its cold, cynical and false.

A act do not by default turn out to be warm and heartwarming 

just because you put a gender ”something” together with a full 

sized ballerina and a death dancer on stage - its just trying to 

get votes.

Hassani won in France cause he is a youtube personality and his 

fans voted as crazy. The jury groups did not like the song as 

much. Here the French youtube followers won’t be able to vote 

so the French entries failure or success is all up to how Europe 

”buy” this concept. I hope not cause it feels so fake and the 

message was already on the Eurovision agenda last year with 

Netta. 

All this and add a mediocre song and a guy who can´t sing, voila 

we have Bilal Hassani.

I have him 21 and I think France will en dup between 6 - 10

�1

My favorite French entry: 

1977  ”l´oiseau et l´enfant” 

Marie Myriam

France
 Bilal Hassani ”Roi”
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Another strong candidate for the 1st place this year, Italy. 

”Soldi” is a strange bird in this years Eurovision cause it is a 

song composed not to please everybody, again outside the 

Eurovision bubble this is good for real. 

My only minus here is that sometimes listening to the original 

recording or the around 1000 remixes released on iTunes, I 

find his voice a bit irritating. But its not every time so I guess 

the perception depending on the mood I am in.

And it would be fun to have a arabic winner in Israel singing 

about ramadan among other things. 

But Italy made it again and the hand claps in the song brings a 

hook into it.

I Jahve Italy 4 and guess they end up between 1 - 5

�1

My favorite Italian entry: 

1984  ”I treni de Tozeur” 

Alice e Battiato

Italy
 Mahmood ”Soldi”
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Why do Serbia end up in the final at more occasions than I 

think is possible? There are three countries in the Eurovision 

world I more or less never give more than a 1 to 3 on a scale 

from 1 - 10 and its Georgia, Armenia and Serbia and I go there 

this year again. 

Three big ballads in the line up this year, Moldova, North 

Macedonia and Serbia and two of them turned out to be good 

and Serbia for sure not one of them. But here they are in the 

finals.

I have Serbia as number 26 and guess they end up between 21 - 
26.

�1

My favorite Serbian entry: 

2015  ”Beauty never lies” 

Bojana Stamenov

Serbia
 Novena Bozovic ”Kruna”
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This is something so unusual as a from the start good song 
turning out to be even better live on the Eurovision stage.

A song like this coming from Switzerland is not something we 
are used to cause it seems since a few years back that its not 
the main issue in Switzerland to win the Eurovision. So what 
happen??? 

Luca takes this little pop tune from a OK+ song to a top 5 song 
by charm and a good performance.

Eurovision in Geneva 2020 is not out of reach even if I think a 
top 5 but not winning is more realistic.

I have Switzerland number 2 on my list and guess they end up 
between 1 - 5.

�1

My favorite Swiss entry: 

1975  ”Mikado” 

Simone Drexel

Switzerland
 Luca Hänni ”She got me”
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A song from start completely outside my odds to be even in the 
final. But first a good remix turn up and then at the semi final 
Australia showed us one of the best stagings ever seen in 
Eurovision. On TV it looks spectacular and I guess the late 
start number in the final will help Australia even more.

I don´t say they will win but believe me it might happen and if 
so its thanks to the televoting.

I have Australia as high as 11 now and think they will end up 
between 6 - 10 but with a ”Surprise bullet”. Think that 
Eurovision might be won by a song about depression after child 
birth.

�1

My favorite Australian entry: 

2015  ”Tonight again” 

Guy Sebastian

Australia
 Kate Miller - Heidke ”Zero gravity”
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Miki ”El cuerpo” sings for Spain and even if the song maybe 

not the best thing sprung out of Spain to end the evening with 

an uptempo song is not exactly the worst option for a singer in 

the Eurovision. I am sure that his start last will give Spain their 

best placing since a few years back and the song is actually not 

that bad.

The Spanish TV station also put some money into the act this 

year so hopefully it will work for them

I have Spain as 12 on my list and guess they end up between 11 

to 15.

�1

My favorite Spanish entry: 

1990  ”Bandido” 

Azucar Moreno

Spain
 Miki ”La venda”



Eurovision Song Contest 2019 Final

My Placing Me guessing Final result

Malta Michela Chameleon 9 11-15

Albania Jonida Maliqi Ktheju tokes 16 16-20

Czech Republic Lake Malawi Friend of a friend 19 21-27

Germany S!sters Sister 25 21-27

Russia Sergey Lazarev Scream 8 6-10

Denmark Leonora Love is forever 7 16-20

San Marino Serhat Say Na Na Na 5 21-27

North Macedonia Tamara Todevska Proud 13 11-15

Sweden John Lundvik Too late for love 6 1-5

Slovenia Zala Kralj & Gasper Santi Sebi 3 11-15

Cyprus Tamta Replay 18 6-10

The Netherlands Duncan Laurence Arcade 24 1-5

Greece Katerine Duska Better love 23 11-15

�1



Israel Kobi Marimi Home 17 16-20

Norway KEiiNO Spirit in the sky 15 16-20

United Kingdom Michael Rice Bigger than us 22 21-27

Iceland Hatari Hatrid mun sigra 14 6-10

Estonia Victor Crone Storm 20 21-27

Belarus Zena Like it 10 16-20

Azerbaijan Chingiz Truth 1 1-5

France Bilal Hassani Roi 21 6-10

Italy Mahmood Soldi 4 1-5

Serbia Nevena Bozovic Kruna 26 21-27

Switzerland Luca Hänni She got me 2 1-5

Australia Kate Miller-Heidke Zero Gravity 11 6-10

Spain Miki La venda 12 11-15

My Placing Me guessing Final result

�2
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	Sergey Lazarev ”Scream”

